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Some time ago Landauer' proposed that the dc conductance I' of noninteracting (spinless) electrons in a disordered medium in strictly one dimension is given by I' = (e'/2vrh)~r~ '/~r (' where Recently Economou and Soukoulis' derived from the Kubo formula an expression for the conductance of a one-dimensional chain, I' = (e'/2mt)~t~'. This result is in agreement with Landauer for long chains for which~r~2 -I, but in disagreement with his result for short chains. Their derivation is, however, also restricted to 1D. In this paper a completely general relation between the conductance and the transmission matrix is derived, and some implications for numerical calculations are discussed.
In the derivation of Landauer' and Anderson et al. the (2) (For ease of presentation we work in a continuum representation; in a tight-binding picture derivatives become finite differences. ) Conservation of current implies that (4)
The energy E of the Green's functions will henceforth be taken to be EF and mill be suppressed. The zerc, -frequency limit of the conductance given by Eq. {1)thin becomes -e2
Following Economou and Soukoulis, we note from Eq. (3) that in the limit «) 0, J t)(z) is independent of z and hence the integral over z in Eq.
(1) can be done trivially. In particular, J t) can be evaluated outside of the disordered region, where the eigenstates sufficiently far from the disordered region will be simple combinations of plane~aves. Each plane wave corresponds to a scattering channel b characterized by spin o-q, transverse moments qb, and z moments kb, with energy E = (I/2m)(kb'+ lqbl ). e note that only a certain fraction of the possible transverse momenta q will be allo~ed for each energy E; the others will correspond to exponential growth or decay in the z direction and hence will be negligible except near the disordered region. All sums over "channels" b will include only the allowed wave vectors.
It is convenient to define the Green's functions G -(E) = (E + i ri H) ' with -matrix elements between scattering channels b and a.
where the trace is over the channel index and G~+-~i s the matrix Gbt;+~(z, z') (over the channel indices a, b)
and O'-" = O" '-"(z', z (10) A similar relation exists between the transmission matrix from the right t and Gt+l( -~, m).
At this point it is necessary to discuss normalization of the channels. In the present scattering geometry, the conserved quantity is the total flux in the z direction. It is therefore convenient to normalize the channels to carry unit flux in the z direction and define wave functions normalized in this manner, i.e. , d, u, 'ized, and Ptt+'= 'ut P 2, L.
The +)
-l 2~+t ransmission matrix t corresponding to this normali-
With the normalization to unit flux, conservation of probability is equivalent to the unitarity of the S matrix, S S =SS =l. This implies that the two terms in Eq. (13) 
for z and z' sufficiently far from the disordered region. The sum runs over the scattering states at energy F. normalized to unit flux. Note that the PL~+' are neither conventionally normalized nor orthogonal. The direct proof of Eq. (IS) involves averaging over the actual eigenstates of a finite system, . and is somewhat subtle; we will not discuss it here.
When the amount of disorder is reduced to zero, there is no reflection and t = L The conductance from the power absorption as given by Eq. (14) thus remains finite and is equal to /q, e'/2rtf, where 1V, is the number of allo~ed channels. This is because an electric field imposed over a finite region of a perfect conductor can be absorbed. The discrepancy with the Landauer formula is due to the fact that a finite electric field cannot be maintained across a perfect conductor if the outside wires are in local equilibrium.
For a large disordered system, with both A - L~' and L large (where d is the dimensionality), it is natural to relate the conductance I which we have calculated to the zero-frequency conductivity o-. We will assume o to be nonzero, i.e. , that the system is a metaL ( 
